
 

 

 

BLOG 1 DAY 1 

Friday 17th January 2020 

We have arrived safely! First we rode in a coach with our bag and luggage all the way to Wales. 

When we arrived at the farm in Wales, we discussed the rules (no running). After we had completed 

that, two kind men named Dan and Ellis, took us to the farmhouse to show us how to change into 

our farm uniform. 

When we had finished getting in to the routine of changing uniforms, Dan and Ellis took us out kindly 

with two dogs, Milo and Kai, on an exciting walk all around the farm. We stroked both dogs, then we 

came back from adventuring and Ellis scrubbed out boots so they were clean. 

Finally, we ate jacket potato for dinner and started to settle into the farmhouse. Next we were 

allowed to play games like Uno or Monopoly. 

By Dominik and Sabeer 

 

BLOG 2 DAY 2 

Saturday 18th January 2020 

Today we woke up very early as we had a lot of farm work to do. We were split into groups: A and B. 

Group A had to do pigs and poultry- we had to feed the pigs and anything with feathers on the farm. 

Then we had an amazing breakfast of pancakes and porridge. After that, we had a fifteen minute 

break and then all met up in the quiet room, ready to get back out on the farm. Then we cleared out 

the chicken houses and put down new hay and food. We used tools such as wheelbarrows, spades 

and brooms. Following this, it was time for drinks and then lunch, which was delicious beef pie with 

cabbage, potatoes and gravy, followed by cake and custard! In the afternoon, we had a long break 

and played some games of hide and seek. There were also some board games set out for us to enjoy. 

Our next farm task was sawing some logs. For this we had to be very careful and wear some gloves 

and some special goggles in case any wood hits our eyes or any dust gets on our hands.  

Then we milked goats which was a very weird experience, and we went to feed some of the other 

goats, and we saw the new Mervin (the male goat) because he had unfortunately died. Then after 

this we had some delicious dinner - burgers and wedges. For pudding we had chocolate brownies 

with icing sugar sprinkled on top. After this we had a three hour rest to cool off and play some 

games. And now we are about to get ready for bed at nine, and be prepared for lights out at 9:30. 

But first, got chocolate!  

By Ehsan  

 


